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The DORII project (RI-213110) is funded by European Union under the Seventh Framework Programme 
(FP7). It intends to deploy e-Infrastructure for new scientific communities specifically for experimental 
equipment and instrumentation that are today not or only partially integrated with the European e-
Infrastructure. DORII is focusing on the following selected scientific areas:  

• earthquake community (with various sensor networks): earthquake early warning system design and 
simulation, network-centric seismic simulations 

• environmental science community: oceanographic and coastal observation and modeling, inland 
waters and reservoirs monitoring 

• experimental science community: on-line data analysis in experimental science coming from 
increased efficiency of the light sources (synchrotron and free electron lasers) and of the detectors 
with higher and higher resolution and faster readouts. 

The scientific communities targeted by the project are well recognised and organised, even in industry 
areas represented by SMEs. Working closely with end-users, solutions will be put in place that build upon 
the success of past and ongoing projects in such areas as remote instrumentation (GRIDCC, RINGrid), 
virtual laboratories (VLAB), interactivity (int.eu.grid), software frameworks for application developers (g-
Eclipse) and advanced networking technologies (GN2) with EGEE-based middleware.  

DORII recognises the following strategic goals and objectives: 

• To adopt e-Infrastructure functionality across selected areas of science and engineering. 
• To deploy and operate persistent, production quality, distributed instrumentation integrated with e-

Infrastructure. 
• To generalize and deploy a framework environment that can be used for fast prototyping. 

The DORII project consists of three phases: The first is the integration and adaptation of the selected 
products from previous projects that have been successfully carried out by the projects like GRIDCC, 
Int.EU.Grid, gEclipse or VLAB. It will take advantage of best practices and operate the Remote 
Instrumentation Infrastructure. The second phase is a deployment of the project applications on the 
infrastructure and middleware enhancement. The third phase is standardisation and deployment of the 
results to a wider community outside the project. It is planned to increase the deployment phase on a bigger 
consortium called MOON (Mediterranean Ocean Observing Network), not being a partner of DORII, which is 
represented in DORII by OGS. The project will promote standardisation and knowledge transfer via e-IRG 
and OGF research groups. Project takes active role in a research group in the Open Grid Forum, which 
exactly focuses on topics presented in the project, i.e. RISGE - Remote Instrumentation Services in a Grid 
Environment.  

Remote control of scientific facilities with usage of virtual laboratories and solution proposed by DORII 
has the potential of revolutionizing the mode of operation and the degree of exploitation of scientific 
instruments. Grid technologies will be used to integrate operations with computing farms where complex 
models and computing coming from instruments could run but also for storing large amount of data. Grid will 
handle issues related with authorization, resource management, data transfer and storing. Network 
infrastructure will be used with the available mechanism for QoS handling. 
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Complex scientific experiments involve distributed scientific data and resources, and are often done by 
cooperating scientists from different domains. Cooperative experiments involve not only coordination 
between resources and computing processes, but also the sharing and transfer of knowledge among 
scientists. Support for cooperative experiments has become, as such, an important requirement for the e-
Science middleware. Semantic technologies enhance the storage and query of Grid resources and the high 
level searching and matching between different resources. Workflow management systems automate 
experiment processes and integrate different resources. Usage of Web 2 and tools developed by the 
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) [7] society enables cooperative support between scientists. 
These research lines compliment each other and push forward the support for the e-Science experiments. 
However, seamlessly integrating such tools in one coherent environment with high usability for scientists 
from different domain and different background knowledge is still a challenging issue [8].  

This paper presents the Dutch Virtual Laboratory for e-Science project which aims at providing generic 
functionalities that support a wide class of specific e-Science application environments and set up an 
experimental infrastructure for the evaluation of the ideas. A set of tools are developed: for modeling and 
managing workflow templates, for browsing resources stored in the VL-e environment, a workflow tool for 
composing workflows and for managing components, and a framework for coupling VL-e workflows with 
other legacy workflows. Templates and components manage tools [1] include Olingo, a mapping tool 
between the workflow template description and underlying data presentation, CLAMP, an annotation for VL-e 
components, and Hammer, a storing and query tools for components. Virtual resource browser: VBrowser 
[2] offers scientists an environment in which they interactively access resources of various types to 
manipulate data (upload, download, search, annotate, and view), start applications (prepare and execute 
experiments) and monitor resources (status, control, notification).  

Interactive parameter sweep: FRIPS [3] aims to support interactive execution of applications that 
require parameter sweep. It allows scientists to monitor the experiment execution, view intermediate results, 
and give interactive feedback on a running experiment. The VL-e workflow system: WS-VLAM system [4] 
has a set of client-side applications that allow scientists to design and monitor the execution of the workflows 
with intuitive interfaces, and provides also server-side applications, including a `workflow engine' that 
schedules and executes the workflow on the Grid. Workflow aggregation: VLE-WFBus [5] provides tools to 
recognize different workflow descriptions stored in the system and interface to wrap and integrate legacy 
scientific workflows. Via the tool, a user can execute a workflow via the workflow bus, and integrate it with 
the other workflows via different connectors.  

Compared to the WEeb 2 based cooperative environments, such as myExperiment [6], VL-e tools have 
clear focus on the runtime issues of the workflow. Currently, there are close discussion going between VL-e 
and the MyExperiment society, such as proposing WSVLAM workflows as new workflow types which are 
shared between scientists, and making workflow bus as generic execution interface for different workflows 
shared over MyExperiment environment.  
 
Acknowledgements. This work was carried out in the context of the Virtual Laboratory for e-Science project 
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Mailing lists and email in general is heavily used for collaboration. Collaboration and community mailing lists, 
contains also lot of valuable information which can be used to support better collaboration and information 
management. It also contain of peoples’ social network and its relations to particular topics, project or 
problems. We believe information extraction and semantic analysis of email communication can improve 
information search, collaboration and community or people networking. Personal or organizational email 
archives are becoming quite large datasets and thus large scale processing is needed. 

We have preformed several email archive analysis experiment on Google’s MapReduce [1] distributed 
architecture and its Hadoop [2] implementation. Email analysis extracted social networks as directed and 
valued graphs, which can be used e.g. email search [3] or recommendation and information management 
systems such as Xobni [4] 

Using semantic annotation and semantic analysis we were also able to transform graph nodes 
represented by email addresses into different graphs on same data representing people (grouping multiple 
email addresses), groups, organizations or countries. Information extraction and semantic analysis 
performed are based on pattern based semantic annotation method Ontea [5]. 
Results of information extraction and semantic annotation were following: 

• Social network of communicating people 
• Including level of interaction (how many email’s were send and received) 
• Social network graph was transformed to different graphs based on email addresses, people or 

organizations 
• Graph can be enriched with other objects mentioned in communications depending on ontology 

model: e.g. organizations, enterprises, people or geographical locations.  

In our previous work [5] we tested semantic annotation and information extraction on Hadoop cluster and 
we provided overview of Hadoop suitability for such tasks.  

Social Network extraction experiments were executed on 5 node MapReduce cluster. We have used 
Intel(R) Core(TM)2 CPU 2.40GHz with 4GB RAM hardware on all machines. On Hadoop we have analyzed 
email archives of size 1.8 GB.  
 

Cores Data Size 
Extracted 
Metadata 

Execution Time 

10 1.8 GB 5625 11 min 40 sec 
 

Email archives processing on Hadoop architecture can scale to Terabytes of data which was proved also 
by Yahoo!, which use Hadoop in production environment [6] on web data. 
Advantage of Map Reduce architecture for social network analysis is also natural way of integrating number 
of communication among people by Reduce method. 

In our work we have shown how social network and related metadata can be extracted from large scale 
email archives. This metadata can be transformed and integrated with semantic model of application and 
used for improving information management, search or collaboration. 
 
Acknowledgements. This work is supported by projects Commius FP7-213876, SEMCO-WS APVV-0391-
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EUFORIA is a project funded by European Union under the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) which 
will provide a comprehensive framework and infrastructure for core and edge transport and turbulence 
simulation, linking grid and High Performance Computing (HPC), to the fusion modelling community. 

The EUFORIA project will enhance the modelling capabilities for ITER sized plasmas through the 
adaptation, optimization and integration of a set of critical applications for edge and core transport modelling 
targeting different computing paradigms as needed (serial and parallel grid computing and HPC). 
Deployment of both a grid service and High Performance Computing service is essential to the project. A 
novel aspect is the dynamic coupling and integration of codes and applications running on a set of 
heterogeneous platforms into a single coupled framework through a workflow engine, a mechanism needed 
to provide the necessary level integration in the physics applications. This strongly enhances the integrated 
modelling capabilities of fusion plasmas and will at the same time provide a new computing infrastructure 
and tools to the fusion community in general. 

The EUFORIA Project consists of two different phases that are partly being developed in parallel from 
the start of the project to become fully integrated in the later stages. 

The first phase is currently ongoing. It handles 
the development and deployment. It consists of the 
adaptation and optimization of a selection of codes 
that cover edge and core physics for grid and HPC 
environments as appropriate. Inherent within this 
activity is the deployment of the computational 
infrastructure. This stage is mainly directed 
towards code developers and application 
developers that focus on the detailed 
implementation and code structures of the physics 
codes.  

The current results are that the first selection 
of codes has been successfully ported to HPC and 
to GRID environments. Scalability tests prove the 
feasibility of the approach taken. 



Furthermore, the architecture group has released the architecture-document for the integrated access to 
HPC and GRID resources. This architecture comprises access via the workflow GUI tool “Kepler” to both 
Infrastructures (gLite and Unicore) in a seamless way. 

Before the second phase (that will run until Dec 2010) will handle the standardisation and integration of 
our achievements, we will focus on implementation and deployment of the integrated access to HPC and 
GRID resources. 
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The main goal of the presented project is development of a distributed computer environment serving as a 
support for a holistic rehabilitation of patients affected by a stroke. One of main parts of this lasting 30 
months undertaking is creation and implementation of methods allowing for remote (via Internet) continuation 
of a rehabilitation process initiated in a medical institution. 

The damage of a brain tissue caused by a stroke has organic character and is usually connected with 
disability of basic brain functions controlling important biological processes. But negative consequences of a 
stroke are not only limited to the somatic domain – they also affect the intellectual domain of a patient, 
especially the cognition (memory, concentration, motor coordination, spatial awareness, etc.). This leads to 
the accumulation of symptoms causing the expansion of therapeutic needs.  

The computer seems to be a perfect tool that can be efficiently adopted for improving and exercising of 
the cognition, reducing motor disabilities [1-4] and, for selected classes of deficiencies, aphasia. Due to 
ability of creating virtual reality, situations stimulating the cognition can be easily created on a computer 
display. On the other hand, other peripheral computer devices (joystick, microphone, video camera, VR 
gloves) can be adopted to improve motor and speech abilities. The computer aided rehabilitation is meant as 
a supplement to traditional techniques and will enrich the holistic treatment of patients. 

In selected by physicians cases the process of rehabilitation can be continued in patient’s home using 
the internet connection. The designed computer system provides: 

• remote setup by leading physician of exercises (selection from a set of hundreds of different 
exercises, tuning of parameters, assignment of number of repetitions, etc.) 

• home rehabilitation in both off-line and on-line modes – in on-line variant the audio and video 
communication is possible as well as exercise tracking and dynamic parameter tuning 

• tracking of patients results (by updating dedicated database located in rehabilitation centre). 

For obvious reasons implementation of methods and SOA interactions that will provide security and 
assure confidentiality is one of major tasks of the presented project. 

As a result we expect growth of commonness [5] of the proposed rehabilitation methodology, increase of 
duration of rehabilitation (very important in this kind of treatment) and reduction of costs of  hospitalization.   
 
Acknowledgements. This research is financed by Polish Ministry of Education and Science, Project No. N 
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Many previous efforts [1-3] have been dealing with the problem of automatic composition of a workflow of 
computing tasks. This type of automation is very attractive especially in software engineering applied to 
scientific research, where complicated simulations and parameter studies often require tens of single steps 
in order to obtain the solution desired by the scientist. Since the inception of grid computing, workflow 
composition of grid jobs into complex workflows has also gained prominence with its apparent usefulness, 
long history of previous works not applied specifically to grid, and robust mathematical theory based mainly 
on direct acyclic graphs (DAGs). In recent years, advances in semantic web have been applied also in grid 
computing – creating semantic grid [4] – and specifically in the area of semantically-aided composition of 
workflows of grid tasks. However, most of the many works on this topic have concerned themselves only with 
the composition of a workflow of computer processes – represented by grid jobs, calls to web service 
interfaces, or other tasks – solving the “how”, and have omitted the “what” of this problem, in this case “what” 
being the data, on which these processes operate. This has been left to the user. While the sought-after 
result is a system, in which the user enters the description of the data he/she requires, and the system 
composes a workflow able to compute it, most of the existing solutions create only a workflow able to solve a 
class of problems, and the selection of one unique member of this class via entering the correct data is left to 
the user. 

We have designed, and begun to implement, a system, which tries to deal also with the “what” of 
automated workflow composition. The proposed system is based on previous work done in the context of the 
project K-Wf Grid [5], and extends it with tools which are able to determine exactly which data is necessary 
for which process in the composed workflow in order to get – at the end – the data which the user has 
described as his/her target. The system is based on semantic description of data and grid services by 
ontologies. The workflows are modeled as Petri nets, this being a legacy of K-Wf Grid offering very good 
means to model data (as Petri net tokens). The core of our system is an ontology describing semantics of 
the services from which the workflows are being composed, as well as of the available data and of the users 
which use the software, and of course the domain vocabulary, which is easily exchangeable in case of 
integration of the software with a different application. The main functional part of the software is a workflow 
enactment engine, able to use the ontology and stored knowledge in construction and execution of 
workflows of web services. The principal feature of the module is its ability to reuse also already existing data 
in an automated manner, not requiring the user to enter the data into an already constructed workflow. In 
such a distributed system user collaboration can be a real problem, and we have designed and described 
here also a collaboration tool, integrated with the ontology core of the system, which allows the users to 
exchange data and knowledge, and cooperate in the workflow construction and execution process. The 
system interacts with the user only to the extent absolutely necessary to acquire data or services which are 
required for the solution, but currently are not available in the grid.  
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Grid technology has extended, making computing infrastructures available for the scientists. The 
infrastructures deployed use different kind of middlewares. Although Globus 4 can be seen as the current de 
facto standard, many other middlewares are installed (GT2, gLite [1], Fura [2], etc.). So the scientists have to 
face two problems to create Grid applications: (1) to prepare the algorithms to work in a distributed 
environment like the Grid, and (2) to know the internal function of the different middlewares used to make the 
programs work. 

In the last years several grid workflow systems have been developed in order to make the migration to 
the Grid easier. These kind of environments understand an experiment as a sequence of executions, 
enabling the users to think about the solution to the problem, trying to hide the internal complexity of the grid 
infrastructures and middlewares. 

Recent workflow initiatives have been analyzed [3]: Some use a simple or low-level definition language 
(DAGMan, WFEE) or describe too much implementation details about the workflow (Kepler). Other are 
oriented to a specific type of grid deployment (Taverna, K-WfGrid) or enable a set of different kind of 
deployments, but do not permit extensions to new ones by the user (ASKALON, Triana). 

This paper proposes an alternative which provides new features and focuses on high level definition, 
multigrid and extensibility capabilities. Initially a workflow definition language has been defined. The 
language, which is named WINGs (Workflow In New-generation GRIDs), is based on four concepts to model 
a workflow: data sources, operations, activities and executions.  

Data Sources act so as sources as sinks for data. These Data Sources are used as points for 
interchange of data among the different executions in the workflow. The data sources enable to apply some 
filters to the result of the executions, in order to get only the necessary files. It can be filtered using filename 
wildcards the exit code of an execution, etc. 

Activities are the abstractions of tasks to be run on the Grid. They describe the functionality of the tasks 
that will finally be executed by the run time system. They are conceived as an interface to the effective 
implementation of the task. An activity is defined by: The input and output parameters which define the 
interface of the activity, and the list of deployments which describe the functionality with a list of different 
implementations in the different grid systems in which the implementation is available. The number of 
middlewares to be used as for the deployment of an activity is extensible. It is only needed to develop a java 
class with the functionality to the selected middleware. 

Executions are specific instances of an activity: They represent the task which would be actually 
launched and executed in the grid. The runtime engine is in charge of selecting, from the different available 
deployments for one activity, the best option in which to execute. 

Operations are simple executions that will be executed by the workflow runtime, in order to pre-process 
the information which would be available in the Data Sources, prior to be used by the next tasks or perform 
some kind of post-process. These operations enable to add simple processing tasks without the need of 
creating new artificial grid executions such as: split and merge files, arithmetic operations, search operations 
in files, etc. 

The WINGs language enables implicit flow control operations: The data source result filtering and the 
use of operations to filter the results, enable to create branches on the execution line. Also the system 
implicitly iterates through the data stored in the data sources, in a similar way to for/foreach instructions. 
However the language includes two flow control operations:  

• If: it enables to use an execution or operation as the condition to select the branch to execute. 
• Iterator: it is similar to “if” operator, but it uses an execution or operation as the condition to stop 

iterating. The iterator enable to establish a number of simultaneous task to launch, enabling (in 
necessary cases) to sequence all the tasks or execute in parallel. 
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Over the last years, the development and acceptance of Grid technologies have been forwarded 
incrementally. Grid technologies connect distributed computational resources of dynamic multi-institutional 
virtual organization together and provide aggregate computational powers for solving very complex and 
computation demanding problems. The technologies make the infrastructures for researchers to share 
resources and knowledge, allows them to collaborate on solving common problems. 

Since the infrastructure is becoming more and more powerful each year, the Grid applications also grow 
in size and complexity. The computation of the applications usually does not consist of a single task but 
many tasks connected together by data dependences. Workflow management became one of the main 
focuses of research and developments in Grid computing. 

Many applications have workflow in such ways that some of the steps in the workflow are parametric-
study tasks (fork-join scheme). The numbers of the tasks in these steps may be very large that managing 
workflow in the traditional ways (DAG style) are very efficient. Parametric-study tasks are much more 
elegantly managed by agent-scheduling tools that can provide also fault-tolerance and load balacing. 

In this paper, the approach for combination workflow engines with agent-scheduling are introduced. 
Tasks in workflow will be executed by the worker jobs, that can improve performance and reliability of the 
workflow execution. That also provide support for complex workflows, where some of its tasks are parametric 
study. 
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Contemporary development of grid applications is on the rise due to their capabilities to solve major 
problems in a more complex range than that allowed by multiprocessor supercomputers or local computer 
clusters [1]. To optimize the performance of grid applications, tools which provide thevisualization of 
performance and forecast the behavior of distributed applications are applied. Data obtained from monitoring 
systems can be used to measure the performance of distributed applications and to control their execution, 
with analysis and visualization of an application execution, which detect application’s weak performance 
areas and enable to define performance characteristics matched to the application context [2].  

The functionality of the "GridMind" monitoring system improves the development of efficient and scalable 
grid applications by applying Data Mining models collected as the outcome of a designed data flow 
processing. The GridMind system comprises a tool application (Monitoring System), server application 
(Monitoring Service), and NET stateful web service (Process Service) implemented on WSRF.NET platform 
(Web Service Resource Framework). The tool application allows to compose a workflow in a manner similar 
to SCIRun [3], with an available/extendible set of building blocks like mathematical operations. The workflow 
is intended to process the monitoring data on  the grid application and log them into a relevant database 
model scheme. The tool application is equipped with mechanisms that analyze the collected data to supprot 
predicting future values of resources performance. The server application is installed on a machine with a 
high computing capacity (cycle server) that processes an awaiting workflow and returns the results of 
performance monitoring to the tool application for further visualization.  

The NET stateful service is an access point to the functionality offered by the grid. Its function is to 
launch processes of a grid application and to provide access to them as grid resources. The allocation of 
resources ensures to everyone who needs them or everyone demanding the resources to receive exactly 
what one needs. In addition, it prevents situations of leaving unused resources when commissions wait for 
realization. The database model scheme in "GridMind" system was implemented by means of Object 
Relation Mapping (ORM) that takeoffs relational database model on object database model. 

The functionality of "GridMind" application aims at improving the task design mechanism for data flow, 
providing data visualization of monitoring performance of grid application processes, allowing for planning 
tasks (Scheduler) connected with the workflow, providing statistic reports about grid applications being 
monitored as well as presenting the inferrence results obtained in form of diagrams of knowledge models 
such as: clustering, Bayes’s rules, association rules, and decision trees usually exploited in Data Mining. 

The "GridMind" system, which uses Data Mining and the ability to create tasks for projected data flow in 
the tool application, allows for detailed valuation of performance, and hence the optimization of monitored 
distributed application.  
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1. The Problem 

Coordinated problem solving and secure resource sharing in dynamic multi-institutional virtual organizations 
(a.k.a. “the grid problem”) is critically built on the concept of virtual organizations (VO). However, as grid 
systems continue to grow in scale, exhibit greater dynamics, and become more heterogeneous, managing 
grid-spanning VOs becomes an increasingly difficult challenge. This is not only caused by different VO-
philosophies and different middleware technologies, but also by varying authentication and authorization 
schemes.  

2. Two Possible Solutions 

In this work we aim at harmonizing VO management despite heterogeneous middleware technologies 
(Globus Toolkit 4, both in its Web Service (WS) and its pre-WS flavour, the different versions of LCG/gLite, 
and UNICORE) and emerging federation approaches (Shibboleth). Based on a thorough analysis of the 
state-of-the-art we have developed two alternative solutions to overcome these difficulties within the German 
D-Grid Initiative. In the IVOM (Interoperability and Integration of VO Management Technologies) project [1] 
we proposed an integrated solution following an attribute-based authorization scheme with short-lived 
credentials. In [2] we investigated a different approach which is based on an additional abstraction layer 
serving as a proxy between VOs and the grid middleware. Both concepts, the integrated approach and the 
abstraction solution, have been implemented. We compared them using a grid testbed. 

3. The Assessment 

In both cases, most of the requirements identified in a prior step can be met. However, due to their 
conceptual differences, both have their individual advantages and disadvantages. While the integrated 
approach not only requires modifications of the grid middleware but also of policy decision and enforcement 
points, the abstraction solution creates additional overhead and possibly some fault tolerance issues. Yet, 
the latter concept is easier to deploy and existing legacy solutions can easily be integrated. The former 
concept in turn allows for a smoother integration of non-grid authorization schemes (like those known from 
Shibboleth) and eventually it is more flexible regarding changes in underlying Authentication and 
Authorization Infrastructures (AAI). 

4. Conclusions 

The presentation and the full conference contribution provide a detailed assessment of both approaches. 
The result of this assessment indicates that a combined solution may be beneficial. 
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On the path of bringing Grid technologies from academia into a commercial environment, Service Level 
Agreements (SLAs) play a crucial role. They define the service to be delivered, as well as the reward and the 
penalty for fulfilling or violating the contract. SLAs can be used in various Grid computing scenarios with 
considerable implications on the type of penalties used and required: computational jobs, service jobs, or 
even workflow tasks. 

WS-Agreement (WSAG) (1), a proposed recommendation by the OGF, is designed to provide a 
framework for expressing and establishing SLAs. WSAG is domain independent and needs to be 
supplemented by domain specific extensions, providing extension points for various aspects of SLAs to keep 
its generality. However, neither structure (in terms of XML structure) nor identifiers (used to reference real 
world concepts) are prescribed by WSAG. 

The Job Submission Description Language (JSDL) (2) became a popular common denominator among 
several projects using WSAG such as AssessGrid (3), SORMA (4) and VIOLA (5). It allows one to give 
detailed descriptions about the environment in which a job shall be executed. Guarantees on QoS, however, 
remained highly domain specific and individual from project to project. 

In this paper we suggest a structure to represent guarantees and penalties in SLAs. This structure 
covers a wide range of scenarios while maintaining generality. Domain specific terms (e.g. to represent the 
amount of available RAM) remain open for the purpose of generality.  

It does not only have to be distinguished between multiple types of SLAs, but also between multiple 
types of SLA violations. This underlines the focal importance of violation detection for the SLA management, 
as well as the necessity of a model for expressing guarantees and penalties as well as methods for the 
fulfillment assessment process, handling guarantees in a very abstract way. We will describe a model, 
allowing the subscription to KPI (Key performance indicator) data from sensors that monitor the job or 
service. The SLA needs to specify the frequency at which data are requested, the source and kind of data, 
and the consequences of failing to deliver data. 

These measurements are then aggregated in a second step to scalar values that are passed to a filter. 
The aggregation might calculate the running average of the ten most recently encountered values or the 
maximum seen so far. Either after each value or after all values from the input are received the aggregation 
passes a value to the filter. The filter contains a predicate like “>” to compare the output of the filter against 
some constant. If the condition is true, the effects are triggered. The effects might modify the reward and 
penalty and/or terminate the SLA. To enable more complex scenarios, the effects may act as a sensor that 
creates input for other such chains. 
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The usage of resources managed in decentralized way and delivering non-trivial Quality of Service cannot 
be fully automatized. The authors believe that Service Level Agreement (SLA) negotiation would  remain  in 
grid environments as a human activity related with resource policy. This process could be  completed by 
automatized mechanisms on a different level [1-3]. This paper includes the SLA metrics proposal, model of 
communication and a tool to standardize and simplify SLA negotiations. Additionally, description is provided 
for an application of those ideas to a large scale grid environment, namely to   EGEE infrastructure [4]. 

The whole process related to a SLA between a user and a 
site provider is depicted on the figure. In the preparatory stage, 
partners, namely user representative (VO manager), and 
resource provider representative (Site Manager) negotiate a 
SLA. Later an execution stage follows, in which  agreement is 
implemented in the configuration of resources, then resources 
are used according to the agreement and a reward for deliver 
services is provided. What make the problem complicated, is that 
in practice both actors are simultaneously involved in many such 
interdependent processes while the pool of resources is limited. 

The formal model of this process is described in this work. 
Additionally, we provide a proposal for metrics that would be 
helpful in defining SLA. The metric set includes: overall quality of 
service, computational resources, storage resources, networking 
resources and additional services. Those metrics are adapted to 

be measured in EGEE infrastructure or similar.  
To support managers dealing with complexity, we need a collaboration tool that would follow the process 

defined.  Therefore we developed a web portal, called Bazaar [5]. The tool provides support for dealing with 
communication including negotiations, gives a clear view on policies of VOs and resource providers. 
Furthermore, it enables tracking of contracts and calls execution and gives a possibility to provide feedback 
about sites and VOs. Bazaar is fully integrated within EGEE environment and becomes part of the  main 
EGEE operational portal [6]. 
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Applications which are exposed by a grid middleware are quite often subject to commercial or constrained 
licenses, i.e. are not a free software. Handling of the usage restrictions of such software is typically not 
addressed by standard grid solutions. However this situation changes as grid middleware matures: number 
of commercial applications present in a grid environment is increasing. The problem started to be so 
significant that even a dedicated EU project (SmartLM [1]) was bring into existence. 
The Chemomentum project aim is to support the most common requirements of the constrained licenses in a 
way which is easy to manage. In general it should be transparent for the grid user. As an example of such 
requirements we can enumerate:  



1. applications available only to the selected grid users, 
2. applications available with restricted number of concurrent (simultaneous) invocations, 
3. applications which can be invoked only at particular grid nodes. 

As a solution we propose a system which at lower level can be seen as a generic grid resources  
authorization service with additional informational and access reservation capabilities. By grid resources we 
understand primarily grid software but the concept can be used also for other resources like databases 
available on the grid. The service is using XACML [2] as an underlying language for expression of license 
rules. Usage of standard language allows for exploiting software already available e. g. an XACML 
processing engine. On the other hand the language is very complicated and unsuitable for the administrators 
of the grid software. Therefore significant amount of work had to be performed to develop easy to use 
system interface.  

The proposed license system is integrated with the VO infrastructure [3] of the Chemomentum project 
which is used for obtaining information about grid users. We provide tools for the UNICORE grid middleware 
to ask for license availability and to enforce its rules upon a grid job execution. It is planned to further 
integrate the system with broker service. 
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One of the main aspects of modern IT infrastructures such as SOA or Grids, especially when applied in 
commercial settings is the support for advanced and flexible security mechanisms. The security itself is a 
complex issue which includes among others such aspects as authentication, authorization or trust. While 
authentication is currently pretty well covered by common standards such as X509 certificates [1] or 
Shibboleth [2], authorization and trust are issues which raise several open research topics.  In general 
authorization is the process of granting or rejecting access to a resource to a user in a given context. The 
resource can be either a file, database, service or an other entity that is referenced within the Virtual 
Organization.. The main difficulty in proper definition of authorization rights lies in how the resources 
themselves and the rules can be described. Although currently several systems exist, such as PERMIS [3], 
Akenti [4] and others which allow for definition of quite flexible authorization policies, their main drawback is 
the fact that there is no standard for definition of resources, which are described by these policies, usually 
limiting comparison of resources based on simple keyword comparison. This poses a certain problem in 
heterogeneous environments such as Grid or SOA-based Virtual Organizations, where several organizations 
need to agree on common rules of resource sharing.  

We propose the use of modern technologies from Semantic Web research including ontological 
description of resources and reasoning in order to make the process of definition and authorizing access 
rights more flexible. Our solution, FiVO (Framework for Intelligent Virtual Organizations) [5] allows for 
dynamic and distributed inception of a Virtual Organization based on a collaborative contract negotiation 
between participating organizations. FiVO uses a distributed knowledge base – Grid Organizational Memory 
[6] – as an ontological repository. After the contract is agreed upon, an ontological agreement is defined and 
can be used to create automatically proper access rights and quality of service requirements in order to 
enforce envisioned operation of the Virtual Organization.  

This paper presents early results of applying ontological description and reasoning for the purpose of 
securing the access to resources in SOA-based environments, based on the FiVO framework. Our approach 
includes an ontological PDP service (Policy Decision Point) which is used to answer authorization queries 
within a distributed environment, based on the agreed contract of the Virtual Organization. This component 
can be used both in Grid based and SOA based environments by means of specially developed set of 
request interceptors for Globus in case of Grid environments and special Apache plugin for generic SOA 
environments. 

We will present how the semantic description of resource and the access rights themselves, introduce 
flexibility into the overall security layer of inter-organizational IT infrastructures. 
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The development of modern Grid infrastructures and virtual laboratory framework is heading in the direction 
of increased involvement of various groups of nonexpert users, typically called actors. In lieu of a group of 
collaborating scientists, with equal expertise in the areas of domain science and computing technologies, 
modern grid application environments, such as MyGrid Taverna [1] or GridSpace [2] increasingly cater to 
laymen interested in applications which rely on distributed computing solutions. Thus, a differentiation of user 
roles becomes a priority in modern virtual laboratory frameworks. 

The GREDIA project is developing an infrastructure for sharing of data and computational resources in 
the context of banking and media domains. A prerequisite of such application areas is that the system is 
capable of differentiating actors and delivering functionality according to the role each actor plays in the 
given application scenario. Moreover, the solution should enable secure sharing of data and secure 
invocation of computational resources (for instance, when calculating the risk of a banking loan, the solution 
must ensure that the actual loan scenario is only visible to members of a specific “banking” Virtual 
Organization, while at the same time retaining the flexibility to be applied in a number of different application 
contexts). The Appea application development framework enables developers to create grid application 
scenarios on demand and deliver the functionality listed above, while at the same time retaining a Single 
Sign-On policy for all operations on grid resources and ensuring that each given application scenario can 
affect multiple users, according to their roles in a given organization. This functionality is delivered by 
appropriating existing grid security frameworks, such as Permis [3] and MyProxy [4], as well as the novel 
Framework for Intelligent Virtual Organizations [5] 

This paper presents the structure of the security solution delivered by the Appea platform, explains how 
the system approaches user authorization and how users can be differentiated and addressed from within 
the actual application workflows which form the core part of Appea use cases. We also present sample 
usage scenarios and list the benefits of the Appea solution in comparison to existing business process 
description tools. 
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The subject of this paper is a detailed analysis and development of security in Grid component systems on 
the example of MOCCA [1]. MOCCA is a Common Component Architecture compliant framework which 
supports building and running scientific applications on the Grid. It is based on H2O [2] resource sharing 
platform which provides a Java container for remote deployment, communication and management of 
components. Security of such system is a critical issue, because not only data, but also hosts, resources and 
computations have to be secured from improper access. 

In the paper we discuss the security requirements of MOCCA and analyze the existing solutions offered 
by H2O. Among them such issues as authentication, authorization, single sign-on (SSO) and credential 
delegation as well as communication security and sandboxing are of interest. Current security mechanisms 
present in H2O include component sandboxing, pluggable authenticators and SSL-based transport security, 
but the main drawback is the lack of SSO and proper credential delegation. These features are important for 
distributed applications in the case of components which need to run on shared resources and initiate 
actions on user's behalf. One of the optional, but important requirements was the compatibility with the 
existing solutions widely accepted in large-scale Grid infrastructures such as EGEE. 

Based on the detailed analysis of H2O security model and on the review of available security 
technologies (such as Shibboleth, GSI, MyProxy, OpenID)  we designed and implemented a new solution 
which is the GSI Authenticator for H2O. It is based on Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) [3] developed for 
Globus Toolkit and being used by e.g. EGEE infrastructure. The proposed solution makes use of X.509 
proxy certificates to support SSO and delegation. The authenticator was integrated with H2O and MOCCA 
and its usability was successfully demonstrated.  

The developed GSI Authenticator was subject to threat analysis regarding potential sources of weakness 
and possible attacks. The performance of the authenticator was also studied in detail in various 
configurations. The obtained results suggest that although the GSI-based solution introduces a considerable 
performance overhead, the benefits of stronger security and facilitated usage (SSO, delegation) can 
outperform other solutions, particularly in the case of having access to existing Public Key Infrastructure as is 
the case of European Grid infrastructures. For more detailed description of the GSI Authenticator please 
refer to [4]. 
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Nowadays, no widely available network services are able to exist without providing proper security 
mechanisms. Our goal is to asses potential threats against MOCCA [1] components running inside H2O [2] 
containers and to propose new authentication and authorization mechanisms compatible with those used in 
the ViroLab project. H2O is a Java-based software that allows users to deploy and run pluglets in containers 
called kernels located on various nodes of a distributed system. It provides all necessary transport protocols 
(e.g. RPC, SOAP) as well as basic security mechanisms (like SSL encryption and access control mechanism 
based on users and groups). MOCCA is the CCA framework enabling its users to build complex distributed 
applications from interconnected components. 

Since it is crucial to protect security software from any vulnerabilities that might be used to compromise 
it, we decided to perform advanced analysis of this aspect by creating the Threat Model [3] [4] for the 
MOCCA/H2O. In this model, we show security requirements of the system, protected assets, and a selected 
use case of the sample testing MOCCA component. We analyze possible entry points to the system, trust 
levels and create STRIDE classification of the threats by specifying their types such as spoofing, tempering, 
repudiation, information disclosure, denial of service and elevation of privilege. We also show relations 
between the entry points and the threats that are affected by them as well as possible attack scenarios and 
mitigations for the described threats. 

Based on the knowledge gained during creating this model, we were able to safely plan further 
development of MOCCA security features. The goal was to combine MOCCA and Shibboleth [5] security 
infrastructure used in ViroLab. Shibboleth is Web-based federated SSO authentication and authorization 
framework. It allows many users working at various institutions to be authenticated at their organizations 
(called here Home Organization) by component called Identity Provider, and to be authorized to use, on the 
basis of attributes assigned to them, services supplied by other member of the federation using component 
called Service Provider. Shibboleth is based on a very well established security standard - Security Assertion 
Markup Language (SAML) used to exchange both authentication information and attributes used for 
authorization decisions. 

The features of Shibboleth made it suitable for ViroLab project, but there was a need to enhance 
Shibboleth software to include support for interaction not just between a human and a machine like in 
standard Shibboleth scenario, but also between just machines e.g. between H2O kernels. For that purpose 
we created specific software enabling users to authenticate against Identity Provider protection mechanism 
without need to use any web browser. Our current research is focused on a solution for delegating Identity 
Provider’s authorization decisions and attributes assertions. It is based on GridShib [6], which allows 
integrating Shibboleth and GSI [7] - X.509 certificates based security mechanism used by Globus Toolkit. It 
is able to generate GSI proxy certificates with SAML assertions embedded in the certificate as non-critical 
extensions. Combining Shibboleth and GSI will supply a homogeneous method of secure access to 
MOCCA/H2O software for the large group of users.  
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Nowadays grid computing has evolved into a valuable tool for day-to-day research offering computational 
and data services to e-science applications from various different domains. Grid resource brokers are 
commonly used to assign jobs to resources. However the quality of the assignments is heavily dependent on 
the amount of information available to the resource broker. Runtime estimations for specific job / resource 
combinations are specifically valuable, since they enable to estimate when a resource will be free again. 
Another important application is given by scheduling of distributed pipelines for example within visualization 
scenarios to avoid bottlenecks and maximize the overall throughput [4].  

There are several factors which are influencing the runtime such as the runtime complexity of the 
algorithm, the size of the input data and the performance of the executing resource. The best runtime 
estimation would of course be provided by measuring the time consumed by a test run. However since the 
runtime is mainly influenced by input data size which may vary considerably, an analytic model which can be 
used to calculate a runtime estimation for a specific input data size and resource without actually executing 
the job is valuable tool for supporting grid scheduling decisions. 

We have chosen to model the workload of an algorithms execution rather than runtime, since for 
scheduling decisions a workload model can be used to quickly compare the fitness of different resources for 
a specific job. 

Our workload models are comparable to other methods such as the big O notation for the runtime 
complexity of an algorithm [3] or the analytic workload models for some visualization algorithms described by 
Bowman [1]. However our workload models represent the workload of algorithms more precisely for a 
specific input data set compared to the big O notation which only expresses the asymptotic behavior of an 
algorithm and are more detailed and better validated then the ones given by Bowman et al.  

Since a distributed visualization pipeline represents a good application example, three common 
visualization algorithms have been modeled as a first step: A vector glypher, an isosurface extraction 
algorithm, and a streamline generator. The workload of these algorithms is linearly dependent on the input 
data size according to runtime measurements on several different resources, therefore the models are 
expressing the workload as a linear combination of input data characteristics. While the workload of the 
vector glypher is only dependent on the input data size, the runtime of the isosurface extractor is also 
dependent on the size of the output data. The characteristics relevant for the streamline generation are even 
more complex, since this model mainly depends on the number of integration steps required to calculate a 
streamline. 

The validation of the workload models has been done by comparing the actual CPU time consumed 
during test runs with the quotient of the workload and the computational capacity of the executing resource, 
which is determined using the HINT benchmark [2]. The median deviations of the workload predictions 
delivered by our modules from the workloads measured on a set of grid resources with diverse hardware 
characteristics range from six percent for the streamliner model to eight percent for the isosurface extractor. 

Future work will investigate workload models for well-known parallel algorithms using the message-
passing paradigm as for example matrix multiplication, sorting, or n-body problems. 
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In the context of jobs executed on heterogeneous clusters or Grids, load balancing is essential. Indeed, a 
slow machine must receive less work than a faster one or the overall job termination will be delayed. This is 
particularly true for Iterative-Stencil Applications' Jobs where tasks are run simultaneously and are 
interdependent. The problem of assigning coexisting tasks to machines is called mapping. 

An Iterative-Stencil Application (ISA) can be represented by an undirected graph (the ISA graph) where 
vertices maintain a state and edges indicate bidirectional data flows. Each vertex sends informations about 
its current state to its neighboring vertices and waits informations from them to update its state. This process 
is generally repeated several times. We consider the class of ISAs where the vertices all have the same 
weight (they represent the same amount of work). The edges of the ISA graph are weighted by the amount 
of data transferred during the execution. 

An heterogeneous cluster can also be represented by an undirected graph (the machine graph). Each 
vertex is weighted with the power of the corresponding machine. The edges are not weighted, which means 
an homogeneous bandwidth is assumed for all network links. 

If each machine runs exactly one task, the load balancing problem is solved with a good mapping of the 
ISA graph on the machine graph (partitioning the ISA graph and assigning each partition to a machine). A 
good mapping has the following features: (1) the amount of vertices of the ISA graph associated to a 
machine is proportional to its power and (2) the inter-machine data flow is minimized. This optimization 
problem was proven to be NP-Complete. 

When the access to a cluster is managed by a middleware, the subset of the cluster's machines that is 
available is not known at submission time. Also, the machine graph representing this subset can change 
over time, either in the number of vertices (new machines become available, others become unavailable), or 
in the weight of the vertices (a machine can become slower because of the background load). Rebalancing 
is needed each time the machine graph changes. 

Some heterogeneous mapping methods currently available (Quick-Quality Map [1], MiniMax [2], 
Fastmap [3]) address even more general problems but are designed for static mapping. Furthermore, only 
Fastmap features a distributed mapping scheme and, therefore, is potentially scalable. However, a 
prerequisite to Fastmap is the existing hierarchical organization of schedulers. 

We propose a method resulting from the combination of existing algorithms (namely the distributed 
spanning tree construction algorithm [4] and the Tree-Walking Algorithm (TWA) [5]) to achieve fast load 
balancing and, more importantly, rebalancing for ISAs in the context of dynamic heterogeneous clusters. A 
spanning tree is first constructed using a distributed algorithm. Then, the ISA graph is initially 
homogeneously distributed across the machines of the spanning tree (and therefore, of the machine graph). 
The TWA, initially intended for parallel scheduling, is then used to balance the load. Finally, each machine 
refines its partition using a local optimization method by exchanging nodes with its neighbors. The only initial 
information that must be available to each machine is its power and its neighborhood (required to build the 
spanning tree) defined by the machine graph. 

Our approach achieves very good load balancing and acceptable partitions quality but, more importantly, 
runs very fast. Another interesting feature is the iterative nature of a remapping. If the machine graph has 
only changed a little, the partitions resulting from the remapping are close to the previous partitions, which 
leads to a small number of ISA graph vertices migrations. 
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In recent years, many papers and research projects have proposed and investigated the usage of economic 
principles (in particular auctions and negotiations) in allocating Grid resources (e.g. [1, 2, 3]). The underlying 
idea is that markets perform well in allocating scarce resources among self-interested market participants. 
For instance, in Grid settings, prices (i) cause the users to make efficient use of the resources and (ii) 
provide incentives to resource owners to contribute their scarce resources to the Grid. However, only few of 
these projects actually implemented economic logics into Grid middleware, like e.g. the Globus Toolkit (GT). 

One aim of the Biz2Grid project (www.biz2grid.de), funded by the German D-Grid Initiative, is to bridge 
this apparent gap between theoretical research and practical implementation by integrating an economic 
framework into GT. Two essential components in this framework are 

• Market-based scheduling logics: Existing, purely technical scheduling algorithms are enriched to 
take into account the participants’ economic preferences (such as the valuation of users and the 
costs of resource providers) to generate efficient allocations in the economic sense. 

• Intelligent tools: Participants (users and provides) cannot be expected to continuously monitor and 
interact with the market. Consequently, configurable bidding agents are needed that automatically 
interact with the market on behalf of the participant, thus shielding parts of the system’s complexity. 

This paper presents a conceptual architecture for integrating these components into GT, cf.  Figure 1. 
The scheduling component is an extension of the GridWay metascheduler, which is already integrated into 
GT. GridWay’s technical scheduling policies are replaced with a policy that takes into account both the 
technical attributes of jobs and resources as well as the participants’ economic preferences. Technical 
attributes are taken from JSDL files and GT’s GRAM component, respectively, while economic attributes are 
sourced from an SQL database. Comparable to the eBay approach, the bidding agents run on the market 
server and are configured via an AJAX-based Web Interface (cf. Figure 2). The bidding agents populate the 
database with the economic attributes on behalf of the participants and based on their policy-based 
configuration. 

This architecture has two main benefits: (i) The economic extensions to GT and GridWay are purely 
complementary. The system can thus be easily configured to operate as usual, i.e. without any economic 
logic or component. (ii) Because of the chosen implementation of the bidding agents, the end-user’s 
application does not need to be changed. However, due to the use of Web Service interfaces, the bidding 
agent could also be run on the client-side without having to change the system as such. 

  

 Figure 1. Conceptual Architecture Figure 2. Web Interface 
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Virtual clusters, virtual grid or cloud computing have recently become well-known names for utilizing a single 
technology in grids—virtualization. Virtualization provides users with more flexible grid environment, where 
each of them can use her own environment, often optimized and tailored for her applications. This makes 
grids very flexible for end users. The price which is paid for higher flexibility is a slightly higher overhead and 
more scheduling complexity. However, using preemption it may enable resource-efficient coexistence of 
long-running jobs with services which only occasionally need to be awakened while consuming large portion 
of system resources. 

In this paper we describe the Magrathea system we have developed for enabling a batch scheduling 
system to schedule jobs into virtual machines and how various types of preemption techniques with respect 
to Xen virtual machine monitor may be used for running services or to allow scheduling of high priority jobs. 
Techniques, such as suspending (freezing) a virtual machine and reducing memory and CPU power usable 
to a virtual machine are described together with their advantages and disadvantages. Preemption overhead, 
speed of preemption and resumption under different conditions including large memory and CPU intensive 
computations are presented together with solutions we have developed for the Magrathea system to reduce 
the overall overhead. Our work is also compared to related work of others, such as Nimbus (or Virtual 
Workspaces) or OpenNebula. 

In the future work, we will concentrate on integrating the Magrathea system with a virtual cluster system 
for enabling seamless coexistence between virtual clusters and normal jobs and allowing a single scheduler 
to manage both entities at the same time to achieve better resource efficiency. 
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Since the Large Hadron Collider has recently gained attention in the public, stable scientific Grid networks 
are required to analyze the mass of upcoming data. Computation jobs are sent to the Grid to receive insights 
of the collected data. Due to the mass of data, computation and storage resources can get scarce. An 
efficient usage of the Grid infrastructure can be optimized by allocation mechanisms of jobs and resources. 
Economic models seem to be a promising approach for an efficient allocation of resources. However, the 
application of economic models for scientific environments faces some restrictions [1]. Unlike the commercial 
environment science has does avoid real money or hoarding of money. A fair contribution sharing of 
resources is desirable. Nevertheless, institutes in a scientific Grid network sometimes behave selfish, 
because resource sharing induces fewer resources for themselves.  

The aim of the project Billing the Grid1 is to provide a billing infrastructure for a fair exchange of 
resources in scientific Grid networks. The billing infrastructure is enhanced by incentive mechanisms to 
enforce an obedient and fair of the participants in the network. Three mechanisms were implemented and 
compared: 

• Grid Credits: this is a simple substitute for real money. Every institute gets an initial amount of 
money, which they can use to buy resources. An entire economic system is required, which controls 
inflation, tries to avoid hoarding and subsidizing institutes without resources appropriately. From the 
real world it is known, how complex these systems get. 

• Resource-based exchange: Participants can use resources based on their resource provision to the 
Grid network. The more they contribute, the more they can consume. This tit-for-tat billing is quite 
simple, but it lacks of avoid hoarding. Institutes without resource can hardly participate. 

• Self-recharging currency: Every institute has a certain amount of money. As soon as the money is 
spent, the budget is recharged over time [3]. This approach avoids hoarding of money, but it does 
not set incentives to provide resources, since no compensation is paid. However several 
modifications of the system are possible, which were analyzed in the project. 
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The Grid Middleware in the particle physics domain is gLite2. We implemented all three mechanisms and 
proved the practical usage of different billing mechanisms for Grid resources. Self-recharging currency 
seems to be the most promising approach. 
However, since incentives for providing 
resources are missing we enhanced this 
mechanism by introducing a reputation 
system to evaluate resource provision [2]. 
Reputation of a provider can be evaluated 
by users or by independent institutions. We 
propose a metric based on the availability of 
the resources, because many providers 
tend to bulkhead servers of the network to 
support their own demand. We present how 
this reputation is incorporated with the self-
recharging currency and how it enhances the social welfare of the entire network. 

The billing system is running independently from the underlying middleware. The implementation of a 
middleware adapter enables the access the gLite system. The billing system is installed on a central server. 
Users can see their current account status and send jobs via a web-interface based on Gridsphere.  
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This paper represents a new solution for selecting the best path in particular the shortest path selection of 
several protocols at layer 3 OSI model. The first rule of multiple path selection is based only on protocol’s 
reliability, which may cause that router decides for the less favorable route. Our proposed solution consists in 
the establishment of blended metrics by the application of comparative analyses of routing protocols. 
Comparison of metrics originated by various protocols for particular destination is created independently of 
administrative distance. Therefore the routers operate in a more objective way.  

Routing intermediate data among grids influences total performance in virtual organization. The 
approach presented could be adapted to routing of computing elements as encapsulated packets in virtual 
organization operating arbitrary jobs in grid computing. 

In more extensive networks, coexistence of several protocols is needed for routing at network layer. 
Protocols at network layer process of selecting appropriate paths to packets destinations [2, 3]. The best 
path selection influence overall network efficiency. Although the best path selection methods are relatively 
sophisticated within particular protocols, there are no warranty that router really chooses the best path which 
includes results among optimal routes particular protocols. On the present, the most common technique for 
the shortest path selection among several routing protocols is based on assigning administrative distance 
(AD). AD designates routing protocol reliability [2]. 

Shorter route can be routed by using less reliable routing protocol. Solutions based on AD behave router 
could decide for less favorable route in this best path selection from routing table what can affect less overall 
network efficiency. 

We present the solution to finding the best route among more than one routing protocol problem. Our 
proposed solution supports communication among routing protocols in case of sharing metrics results. It 
provides that protocol metrics results are comparable and routing device can decided more accurately. An 
implemented solution makes decisions automatically. 
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One of benefits is 100% compatibility with existing network topologies. We can implement Blended 
Metrics Comparative Algorithm (BMCA) only on network nodes, where we want to reach better results. There 
is no necessity to change all router in network topology, because only influence individual router behavior. 

The second benefit is versatility. Our solution can be implemented in each TCP/IP network, such as LAN 
and Internet, however our feature must be implemented in router’s operating system. Local administrators 
make determination on which segment are blended metrics implemented. They can also determine range of 
use. 

Currently, we are working on the evaluation of proposed solution on more extensive topologies. For the 
present, our experimental test acknowledges our theoretical findings that our method finds best routes more 
objective. 
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Today, in the age of information, where computers are everywhere, the computer stored data are one of the 
most important things for the modern enterprises and other institutions. In the case of complete or even 
partial data loss the enterprise is usually quickly out of business. That is why some data backup method 
should be considered. Traditionally data are backed-up on removable media and kept in safe place. Such 
solutions can be very expensive, dependant on the level of automation and data availability deployed. Many 
institutions are looking for a cost efficient way to safely store their valuable data. Outsourcing is a popular 
method of cost reducing.  

In Poland there is a constantly growing demand for highly available, reliable, fast and secure data 
storage services. A national project named KMD (National Data Storage) [1] has been started in order to 
meet these demands. The project concerns implementation of a geographically distributed storage system 
intended to provide high quality storage service using disk arrays and HSM systems located in the main 
computer centers in Poland and using fast network as an internal back bone. The system relies on the 
network facilities available within another national project – Pionier [2]. Pionier is intended to provide high 
bandwidth network to the scientific community and high performances computer centers in Poland. 

In the KMD project besides implementing basic backup and archiving functionality a task for high 
performance data retrieval has been added. High performance data access in a distributed storage system 
can be achieved by using data replication techniques. For that purpose data are migrated or replicated 
automatically in order to have low access times. Proper monitoring is a must for such systems. Many 
parameters need to be monitored in order to be able to estimate the performance of particular storage 
subsystems. As part of our previous work a model for storage system monitoring with special attention taken 
to HSM systems has been developed [3].  

This paper presents our experience of implementing replication techniques within the KMD project in 
order to achieve high performance distributed data access. The proposed solution uses JIMS as a 
monitoring framework. A JIMS plug-in for monitoring various storage systems is being developed. Due to the 
method of storing the monitoring values into database it is possible to implement different replication 
strategies according to the user requirements. 
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The amount of storage grows day by day all over the world and simple disk matrices are unable to handle 
this demand. With this rapid growth it became obvious that there is a need for specialized storage data 
centers, which will administrate many geographically spread storage devices in order to provide one huge 
storage space. With this new approach new obstacles arise, just to mention scalability and efficiency as most 
important issues. Architects of such systems try to solve this problems using latest hardware solutions and 
faster network connections. Although this causes the increase in the available bandwidth, the increase in the 
throughput is not that significant. This is because the hardware is not the only important aspect. Software 
plays a great role in the whole process. Data transfer protocols are becoming bottlenecks for many 
applications. Especially in scientific computing and data intensive grid applications the problem of not 
efficient data transfer protocol is very common. Within the reliable transfer protocols being used in the 
Internet TCP is the undisputed leader. It is used extensively by many of the Internet's most popular 
application protocols and resulting applications, including the World Wide Web, E-mail, File Transfer 
Protocol, Secure Shell, and some streaming media applications. However its window based congestion 
control mechanism contains some drawbacks that prevent its use in high bandwidth-delay product (BDP) 
environments. Many scientists have been working on improving TCP or designing other alternative solutions 
to the problem.  

We also took a closer look on the data transfer issues and we propose new flexible and scalable protocol 
able to work in the environment of high speed wide area networks, such as grid based networks. There are 
several possible approaches to design such protocol. We could write new implementation of TCP protocol 
with a better congestion control algorithm, however switching the current implementation of TCP protocol 
would not be easy. Updating the kernel of existing system could cause a lot of problems, as well as changing 
the configuration of existing routers wouldn't be a pleasant job to do. Because of that we chose another 
solution, to write the new protocol on top of the well known UDP protocol. Our job is to implement the 
connectivity and reliability, but keeping in mind the fact, that the protocol is designed to work for high speed 
wide area networks. Unfortunately the ease of using UDP as underlying protocol has its price. Since we are 
coding in the user space and we cannot modify kernel code, some extra memory coping occurs and we had 
to focus on the CPU usage and optimization. Nevertheless the gain of adjusting the protocol to the 
environment results in better throughput. Main feature of our protocol is use of negative acknowledgments, 
opposed to the positive acknowledgments in TCP. In our protocol receiver knows at the beginning how many 
bytes it will receive, so it can easily realize, which packets are missing and then ask sender to resend this 
packet. 

The protocol is called IDP (IEBS Data Protocol) and is a part of the IEBS (Intelligent ExaByte Storage) 
system. IEBS system is the software for big scale, geographically spread storage data centers. It is able to 
create the network of specially managed disk (or disk matrices) in order to obtain one huge storage space. 
IDP protocol is used to transfer data between user and the system. 
 
Acknowledgments. This work is being developed as the topic of the master thesis and is a part of the IEBS 
(Intelligent ExaByte Storage) system with the cooperation of the ACC CYFRONET AGH. 
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The need for large-scale, reliable and simply manageable storage had been growing exponentially in recent 
years. In order to cope with this problem, multiple storage systems have emerged, providing not only storage 
but also accessibility and fault-tolerance. Systems of such characteristics require great amounts of metadata, 
describing the user data that is being retained in the storage. Efficient organization and maintenance of the 
metadata is critical in terms of performance, as well as scalability. This paper introduces a novel approach to 
creating an extensible metadata model, which is used in a system called IEBS – Intelligent ExaByte Storage 
([1], [2]). 

IEBS is a highly scalable, geographically distributed system, supplying useable storage of Exabyte order 
of capacity [1]. The more storage the system provides, the more metadata it needs to describe it. In fact, the 
amount of metadata in IEBS is so vast, that the number of records of one kind is too large to be efficiently 
maintained in a single database table. Therefore, it is necessary to decompose the data with the use of a 
distributed table – a single database table is replaced with multiple partial tables, which store only a portion 
of the metadata. This concept is known in database terminology as partitioning however it has been tailored 
for IEBS system’s specific needs. 

Since the system is distributed geographically, it consists of multiple managing nodes, which share the 
responsibility of metadata management. To ensure scalability the metadata model has to support sharing 
and transferring metadata between those nodes. This can be achieved by exchanging entire partial tables, 
however to minimize the communication between managers it is important to have data from these tables as 
separable as possible.  

Due to the distribution of partial tables another issue needs to be faced: how to retrieve a particular 
record, without knowing its location within the system? Resolution of this problem requires two things: 
introducing hierarchical primary keys and adding “routing” tables to the databases. The hierarchical primary 
keys are related to metadata separability – the shorter the common prefix of two records’ primary keys, the 
more separated they are. Using such keys leads us to partial tables containing all records with common 
prefix of their primary keys. At this point routing tables are used to track the location of partial tables. A 
routing table, in its basic form, consists of prefixes of records’ primary keys and locations of partial tables that 
hold them. These locations may be names of concrete partial tables (local), or addresses of nodes that 
manage the data (remote). Prefixes in routing tables may be of variable length what allows for aggregation – 
tables with common prefix kept on the same remote node may have only one entry in routing table. The 
entry with longest matching prefix points to the location of partial table containing requested record. This 
concept is similar to routing in IP networks. 

The IEBS metadata model is highly scalable and allows for the system’s future growth. Many parts of 
this solution can be adopted by other large-scale systems that require great amounts of metadata, which 
must be well organized and easily maintained in order for the system to function properly and efficiently. 
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Lustre, a distributed object-oriented file system, is one of the most popular storage solutions for HPTC 
clusters, as it offers high scalability, throughput and allows a large number of clients to perform parallel I/O 
operations without performance loss. Lustre gives the possibility to use almost any kind of storage hardware, 
starting from base level storage servers with SATA disk drives, up to enterprise SAN disk arrays, as back-
end block devices. 

This paper presents results obtained during Lustre deployment in Academic Computer Centre Cyfronet 
AGH. Authors have focused on two specific Lustre hardware configurations, based on SUN x4540 servers 
and HP EVA 8000 disk array. Performance tests that were carried out were focused on typical storage 
access patterns of grid jobs running on Cyfronet's computational resources. This document contains detailed 



descriptions of hardware configurations that were used, Lustre parameters, test results and discussion on 
choosing an optimal setup that would suit best for grid clusters. 
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Current organization of operations in EGEE project is going to change in the near future, the three-level 
structure will be broken into two-level one consisting only of a central EGI and a bunch of autonomous NGIs, 
without the regional level. This transition entails need for careful adapting not only operational procedures 
but also tools. One of the most important tool essential in keeping Grid infrastructure stable is a monitoring 
system. The results of monitoring are used on all levels of operational support and to assess overall quality 
of the service. 

With the movement to EGI/NGI model which likely happen in 2010 the monitoring system can no longer 
be run centrally, but the responsibility for maintain it will be handed over to NGIs. However, there is still a 
need to collect monitoring results in one place to facilitate overall assessment of the infrastructure as well as 
it is easier for development of the tools requiring such data like monthly availability/reliability report 
generator. It also gives the possibility to use a regional VO for monitoring instead of one artificial VO 
spanning over all Grid sites. Going further this path we could envision using supported VOs for monitoring 
rather than those dedicated only for services testing. With introducing NGI-level monitoring system there is 
also a room for NGI-specific requirements. 

From the NGI support structures point of view it is important to ensure precise diagnostic of problems i.e. 
to raise an alarm against the entity which is causing problem e.g. to spot network or hardware problem first 
rather than a problem with the service running on it. To do that, checking and visualization of trends is 
needed. Here is vital to mention about implementation of testing hierarchical model where dependences 
between tests are set – when one test fail those dependent on it will not be even executed. For example in 
the first place access to hardware would be tested, and after that higher level services. NGI is also interested 
in total computing power provided to Grid which can be done within monitoring system as well. 

In this paper we present a short overview of monitoring system used in Grid right now, analyze 
requirements coming from NGI on infrastructure monitoring system, then we follow up with design of a 
system according to the requirements and suitable in EGI/NGI model. We also elaborate changes in 
operational procedures that are necessary with appearance of new model.  
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Information system in Grid contains data about all grid resources available in the infrastructure. The nature of 
this service is similar to Domain Name System which is also being asked frequently and by many clients, 
thus must be distributed but synchronized with other instances. In EGEE grid infrastructure the data about 
resources contains tens of megabytes and a piece of it may be required at any time by any of tens of 
thousands users' jobs running concurrently. Reliability of the information system is crucial for proper 
operation of the grid infrastructure and, in consequence, for providing scientists with robust environment for 
performing their work. 

The information system in EGEE is called a BDII [1] (from Berkeley Database Information Index). It is 
based on LDAP protocol which make use of Berkeley DB transactional backend. There are several instances 
of the service around the infrastructure handling more than 250 production grid sites.  It is not feasible to 
deploy as many as will service instances due to unacceptable load on site' information systems  thus the 
most suitable way to tackle the scalability problem was to investigate improvements to the performance of 
the service itself. 

This paper continues the work we started on the BDII service and presents propositions of improvements 
in information system and results of the implementation. The ideas for improving the service are not only 
technical, but they also  deal with Grid organizational aspects (Virtual Organization-level BDII), service 
architecture (master-slave, hierarchic approach) which also seems to better conform to an EGI/NGI model.  
This document also presents framework for performing the service stress tests. This framework use grid 
infrastructure for making load on the information system and measuring the results. Using this framework we 
tried simulate real work environment of Top Level BDII as framework use  queries of type asked by real tools. 
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When monitoring an application execution for different purposes, a need emerges for a kind of cooperation 
between users, especially when one of them is evaluating performance, another is debugging, the third is 
performing checkpoining. Even when all of them are performing the same activity on the same application, 
they may need co-ordinate their actions, so not to distrurb each other, but rather help. One of the most 
common ways the users of the monitoring system collaborate is remote conference. One user can start a 
monitoring session and other geographically distributed users can join it, watch and influence its progress, 
participate in discussions and decision-making on performance issues, leave the conference.  

We are going to show an idea how to extend the SemMon monitoring system [1] by the capability of 
conference-like collaboration. Semmon tool is an all-in-one monitoring system for distributed applications. 
This system uses many structures like metrics and ontology description for performance evaluation and 
relevant actions triggered in the underlying physical monitoring system. The semantic knowledge used in 
SemMon can greatly contribute to a multi–layer and multi–source monitoring process giving the end-user an 
easy and efficient tool for providing assistance on monitoring and semi–automatic performance data 
analysis. 

The development of collaboration means between end-users within an already existing application is a 
complex task. Our task was not only to add some new features to SemMon, but also to make some research 
for new capabilities and constrints, which may occur when using the JXTA technology [2] and other specific 
solutions. We focused on creating a multi-user remote control panel for remote conferences. The idea is 
quite simple. One end-user creates a conference with a given topic. Another end-user may join this 
conference through browsing a conference list by its topics. Any changes in the SemMon system on the 
conference's owner side is saved and sent to the joined listeners. 

Adding the multi-user control panel to the Semmon system requires modifications in the architecture of 
the software at least in the GUI layer. All events from application are captured through an additional listener 
which saves this event to the history list of events. At the moment new end-users sign up as interested in 



participation, their GUI is set to the state in which the GUI of the conference owner is in. As the conference 
progresses, each event occurring at the sender’s side is broadcast to all listeners with updating their GUI 
accordingly. 

The use of the JXTA technology opens new opportunities but also forces some specific methodology. 
The most important gain when using the JXTA technology is the transparency of the conference – users can 
be in different networks and behind firewalls. The most important limitation due to the JXTA technology is the 
need of rendezvous server for communication between different networks. For the need of broadcast we use 
html protocol over unicast transmission. This decision is aimed to support further safe-connection 
development. 

The use of the command pattern  solution for multi-user remote panel also creates new opportunities but 
also forces some specific approach. As for now we can not watch the progress of the conference after it had 
finished and therefore we are not able to analyse the steps that had lead us to the conclusions, and possibly 
finding any possible mistakes in the process. With the existing command pattern solution we can, however, 
easily imagine a system in which all this is possible. By having the list of all commands called out inside one 
conference we could browse through it and use it as a tutorial. We could even create a whole library of 
online tutorials. It would need some further modifications inside the existing solution. We can easily manage 
the people who are participating in the conference, and have control over approving new listeners, and for 
instance removing ones who appear to cause more troubles than help in dealing with the problem at hand. 
Each user can disconnect from the conference at any moment, and to proceed the monitoring of process on 
his/her own sparing from the state in which he/she was when leaving the conference. At the same time 
nothing stands on the way to start a new conference after quiting the last one – since each event is being 
stored, even the ones that had been sent to us from the conference’s host, once we leave the conference, 
the state of the GUI is just as if we have made all of the proceeding steps ourselves. The main disadvantage 
of the command pattern solution is the need to cover all new events from new modules of the system by the 
listener. Any changes in the GUI layer have to include an update to the commands pattern listener. This can 
be laborious, but still it is much more simpler than building synchronisation between the logic layers of 
SemMon. 

Our further efforts will be aimed at extending the functionality of the conference-like collaboration in 
SemMon. First of all it is the optimisation of the events that have to be sent to users joining the conference – 
we store the whole record of the conference, but if the user is not interested in it we could optimise the list of 
events which occurred, and send out only the ones that have an actual impact on the current state of the 
GUI (for instance if we had only opened and closed the window without making any meaningful actions, we 
can easily omit the events that were linked to it, since they don’t bring any important data). This way we 
could save the amount of data that needs to be transferred over the network. Next, in order to be able to 
rewind the conference we would need to log the data from the metrics that had been run during the 
conference. Finally, we aim to enable a chat between the participants of the conference, sending the 
messages to specific users, and creating a general channel that allow the owner of the conference to explain 
the task at hand, and the participants to give their suggestions about how to solve the problem. 
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The importance of distributed computing using parallelism techniques continues to grow. Because of the 
demand for a fast development of such applications, which in many cases are very complex, the use of 
production-ready frameworks is essential. One of such frameworks is ProActive [1]. It enables one to 
develop parallel and concurrent applications and includes support for asynchronous communication, load 
balancing and computation tasks migration. Easy deployment on various infrastructures is provided as well 
by a specific layer of framework. ProActive exploits the concept of Active Objects – small, basic units of 
activity (each has its own thread and execution queue) which can be easily managed and distributed across 
the environment. Using Java both as a programming language and runtime environment, ProActive is a 
cross-platform solution: it can be run in any environment in which JVM works. 

One of characteristics of distributed applications is the demand for continuous monitoring. Java runtime 
provides mature and production-ready technology, enabling observation and management of virtual machine 
and applications that run in it – Java Management Extensions (JMX). A graphical monitoring system bundled 
with ProActive (IC2D – Interactive Control and Debugging of Distribution) uses JMX to control and monitor 



applications. It also allows one to obtain extended benchmarking and profiling information concerning 
computing, provided in the ProActive TimIt service. Such a solution, albeit very useful in monitoring complex 
systems, floods the user with information and hardens the process of system state analysis. Any higher level 
processing of such information has to be performed manually by the researcher. Knowledge about effective 
and authoritative methods of examination isn't shared between the system users. No collaboration tools are 
provided. Therefore a new solution for monitoring distributed systems is required. 

The SemMon project [2] is aimed to create a tool providing semantic analysis of data coming from 
monitoring of a distributed system. Knowledge about effective tool usage (relevance and accuracy of metrics 
used during system examination) may be shared within the research team with the use of a built-in scoring 
system. All resources and metrics that are used are elements of a specific ontology, which provides a 
semantic description of gathered data. Based on such an approach to data processing, SemMon has the 
ability to interpret data and can trigger indispensable actions, e.g. provide some suitable notifications 
(alarms) to users. For communication with the resources under monitoring the JMX technology is used, 
which allows the tool to be used in conjunction with any external software based on Java environment, 
including ProActive library. To provide a better integration with ProActive, a new web service, which registers 
library's specific resources, has been developed. One central repository for these resources, called registry, 
is provided as well. These two components combined enable the connection with active instances of 
ProActive runtime. For the connection itself ClientConnector, an extended JMX connector – part of ProActive 
framework, is used. Once dynamically loaded on a connection event, a specialized monitoring MBean  
(Managed Bean) from JIMS [3] library is used to gather data from the monitored system. Extended 
information can be gathered for each Active Object with the use of the benchmarking services supplied 
within the framework. The base ontology used in SemMon has been extended to provide means of 
representation of ProActive specific resources for analysis and storage purposes.  

Semantic-based monitoring facilities provide a controllable solution to the problem of the overwhelming 
amount of information gathered from systems under monitoring. SemMon's modern design, in conjunction 
with support for the widely used ProActive framework, is aimed to help users and administrators to cope with 
management and improvement of wide and complex distributed systems, e.g. grids. With such an approach 
common problems like network bottlenecks or overloaded machines can be instantly diagnosed. The main 
goal of the project is to provide an intelligent, extendable solution which will enable to discover and  control 
performance problems in complex distributed environments. 
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Nowadays systems are becoming very complex. They are, in fact, very frequently built with many 
components which are working on different machines, in a “distributed environment’”. It is impossible to 
monitor such systems manually, there are too many different indicators to check (resources states, network 
traffic, operated system,…). This is the reason why  distributed monitoring systems were developed. They 
help user in managing the system – usually user is able to see all interesting data in the monitoring system 
presentation layer. The next stage was introduced when autonomous monitoring systems were developed. 
Such systems do not need user interaction to make a good decision what should be monitored in the current 
situation. Decision is based on the knowledge gathered from the previous monitoring results. The Monitoring 
system could also guide user what should be checked in the next step. To fulfill such requirements 
monitoring systems became ‘intelligent’. From this point it was a straight way for enabling self-healing – the 
decision made by the monitoring system could make monitored system to behave more stable, reliable and 
predictable. In this paper we are going to present a study of monitoring systems and techniques used in 
monitoring systems for self-healing. 

Two main aspects of self-healing monitoring systems can be distinguished when the self-healing 
systems are concerned. The first aspect is related to the physical layer of the system (like computers, 
resources, network), while the second aspect is related to the logical layer (applications, operating system). 



Monitoring the physical layer is usually more intuitive. We can imagine situation when the operating system 
can make a decision to automatically offline a faulty resource. This functionality could be even implemented 
on the system level – like it is in the Solaris 10 [1].  

In the second approach a self-healing functionality can be injected into the monitored system. In this 
situation technologies like Aspect Oriented Programming can be used [2,3]. Using the AOP techniques we 
can cross-cut the business logic of the application to inspect its state. When an incorrect state is detected a 
monitoring system can perform a recovery action. There are also efforts to extend the existing monitoring 
systems to enable self-healing – e.g. Nagios system can be used to automate recovery after service failures 
[4]. 

We can also consider self-healing in two different contexts. The first is described above – self-healing of 
the monitored system. The second is also quite interesting – similarly the monitoring system can be self-
healing – we can imagine that the system is composed of many autonomous agents which can make a 
decision to disable unstable agent. 

In the paper we aim also to briefly describe some other approaches to self-healing systems. The first one 
is the self healing in the context of digital libraries [5]. The second one is not directly related to the computers 
– it is a self healing infrastructure for transferring energy [6], this can inspire some ideas related to computer 
science. 
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Desktop Grids are widely deployed as volunteer computing platforms. The idea is that people donate unused 
computing cycles to science. Over the world several millions of computers are active in a volunteer 
computing Grid. Examples are AlmereGrid [1], SZTAKI Desktop Grid [2,3], and World Community Grid [4]. 
Until now, most of the persons donating computing time, belong to the early adopters: they are computer 
savvy. The early majority still seems a bit reluctant to donate computing time. To verify this we conducted an 
in-depth survey amongst SME's and private persons all around Europe, as part of the EDGeS project [5]. 
Here we present results of this survey. 

The survey was conducted using standard questionnaire-form techniques. We designed a form that was 
pre-tested by a number of persons first to see whether the questions were clear. Then we asked a number of 
persons, both private persons and representatives of SME'S (Small and Medium Sized Enterprizes) to fillout 
the form. The form was presented to them by a partner of EDGeS that could also provide explanation of the 
questions. We opted for this method to get a reliable sample – which one cannot get from widely used web 
surveys – and because the interviewers could provide explanations of the concepts in Desktop Grid 
computing. The sample size was selected so the results provide better than 20% accuracy. In total we got 51 
filled out questionnaires. 

The main results are: There is interest in Desktop Grid computing in Europe: only 18% answered they 
are not willing to use it . Amongst companies and organisations there is also considerable interest in looking 
into  setting up an own Grid: 58%. However, that people are willing to change their current practice and say 
that they want to participate in Grid efforts does not mean that they are actually going to do that. 
Communication is a means to try to convince them to do so.  

People want to donate computing time to science (>3 on a scale of 5) but not to defense applications 
(1,9 on a scale of 5). Detailed results will be presented in a table/diagram. 



We also wanted to get a feeling of the 
opinions over and feelings about Desktop 
Grid computing. Hence we asked a number 
of questions to which the respondents could 
agree/disagree. See the diagram on the left 
for part of the answers. More will be 
presented in the full paper. 

The results of the survey will be used to 
shape the communication strategy of 
EDGeS. It can also be used by other Grid 
operators to adapt their Grid service to the 
users. Future work we are looking at is a 
comparison with other surveys such as the 
BOINC survey, and repeating the survey 
after one or two years to compare with the 
current results. 
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National grid-initiative is set of interconnected actions on learning and deployment technologies of grid in 
science, education, social sphere and manufacture. Main purpose of grid-initiative is to create computing 
resources in global grid environment and supporting wide range user’s application. Initiator of grid-initiative is 
United Institute of Informatics Problems (UIIP) NAS of Belarus. 

Main goals: 

• learning and assimilation of foreign country experience in creating and using grid-infrastructure; 
• integrating existing resources with international grid projects; 
• creating national grid-infrastructure for science research; 
• development national telecommunication infrastructure; 
• new technologies staff training; 
• using grid technologies in various areas; 

Reaching these goals open up possibilities for resource-intensive applications such as engineering modeling, 
device inventing, nuclear physics, pharmacological research and molecular dynamics, meteorology, global 
climate fluctuation prediction, space and engineering research. Implementation of national grid-initiative is 
accomplished in following directions: 

• fulfillment of “SKIF-GRID” program; 
• participation in European Commission programs; 
• performance of tasks within bounds of international programs; 
• grid-technologies user involvement; 
• establishment of resource centers and integrating them with grid-infrastructure; 



“SKIF-GRID” program stipulates creating of persistent and reliable site of national grid net. This site 
consists of two segments. First segment is intended for gLite middleware for integrating resources with 
international grid-infrastructures. Second one is intended for UniCore middleware for national grid net 
implementation. “SKIF-GRID” program also stipulate integration various grid-segments with pan-European 
grid nets via BalticGrid. Integration with elements of grid-infrastructure of Russian Federation is planned. 
National research network BASNET has become a full participant of TERENA. This will speed up integrating 
Belarusian research and education networks with pan-European research high-bandwidth 
telecommunication infrastructure, and will let BASNET become an associate member of GEANT3 project. 
Development of infrastructure of application design is started in following area: high-energy physics, 
mechanical engineering, bioinformatics, and material science. All these actions permit development and 
deployment of transnational application as international scientific collaboration. 

Basic computing resources of national grid-infrastructure are resources of supercomputing center of UIIP 
NAS of Belarus. Resources of main technical universities (BNTU, BSUIR, JIPNR, GRSU) and some others 
organization will be used additionally. 

Integration works with Ukrainian academic grid within international programs are executed. 
Main activity within 7th framework programme BalticGrid-II is aimed at integration resources of UIIP NAS 

of Belarus with pan-European grid-infrastructure, creating certificate authorities, user involvement and 
personnel education. 

Implementation of these steps allows create and efficiently use national grid infrastructure. 
 
 

36.   Design of Grid Operations Database for NGI/EGI Model 
Lukasz Flis, Marcin Radecki 
ACC Cyfronet AGH, Kraków, Poland 
 
Largest production Grid infrastructure in Europe is developing towards more decentralized and autonomous.  
Transition that is to be made with EGI/NGI model will cover not only financial aspect but will also affect 
structural and operational organization of the Grid. 

In the new model Grid will be composed of National Grid Initiatives (NGIs) being autonomous systems 
coordinated at a country level and one central body called EGI. It is likely that we will have a flat hierarchy 
with all NGIs at equal level rather than an intermediate, regional level which is present now in EGEE project.  
The EGI body itself is intended as a "glue" between NGIs ensuring proper interoperability and coherence for 
the benefit of user communities. 

One of the important aspects of compatibility interface between NGIs is access to the infrastructure 
related information. EGEE project have developed a solution called GOCDB which is a central database 
used to collect and share the information required for management and operations. NGI as antonomous 
systems will develop or adapt their own infrastructure information management systems for that purpose. 
Although  top-down (central) approach (like GOCDB) was sufficient for EGEE environment it is not suitable 
for EGI which requires rather bottom-up solution in order to avoid data redundancy and assure proper data 
flow direction. 

Presented work discusses requirements for infrastructure information management system as seen from 
NGI point of view. Analysis and comparison of EGI and EGEE project characterisics are presented and new 
concept of information management system architecture (including NGI and EGI levels) is proposed. 
Document presents guidelines and concepts of two systems NGI infrastructure management database and 
EGI (inter-NGI) information management database with their common interface and data workflows. 
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37.   Evaluation of Grid eLearning: eLGrid User Evaluation  
Experiment Results 
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The Computer Architecture and Grid Research Group at Trinity College Dublin has developed an adaptive 
Grid eLearning system, the eLGrid [1]. This system offers personalised courses to learners and integrates 
with a virtualised Grid training infrastructure (t-Infrastructure). 

The eLGrid uses the APeLS Adaptive eLearning Service [2] to provide personalised eLearning to Grid 
users. This allows us to take advantage of recent developments in personalised and adaptive eLearning and 
enables courses to be developed and presented using sound pedagogical principles. 



While other Grid eLearning systems do exist, only very limited evaluation appears to have been done to 
determine their effectiveness. Many face-to-face Grid courses rely on reactionnaires [2], which can only 
measure user satisfaction, for evaluation. Many Grid eLearning based systems include no form of user 
evaluation. 

We argue that in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the eLearning system a range of factors must 
be considered ranging from user satisfaction to measuring the actual learning achieved. We present the 
results of two experiments to evaluate the eLGrid eLearning system. These results show that on the whole, 
the system is an effective mechanism for teaching new users about the Grid. 
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38.   Setting up SKIF-UNICORE Experimental Grid Section 
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Belarusian experimental grid section SKIF-UNICORE is being created on the basis of computing and data 
storage resources of Republican Supercomputer Multi-Access Center, additional resources of the United 
Institute of Informatics Problems of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus (UIIP NASB) and resources 
of all interested national parties. The main directivity of the national experimental grid section is grid 
application development and deployment for scientific, social and industrial spheres. 

UNICORE middleware was chosen over other systems (gLite, Globus, MPICH-G2, X-com и Condor-G2) 
because of its unique suitability for Belarus specific needs. UNICORE’s best features are: 

• open source nature, 
• cross-platformity, 
• continuous development,  
• easy installation, development and operating, 
• MPI support, 
• integrability with national security standards,  
• minor functionality in comparison with gLite however allows easier modification for specific needs. 

National experimental grid section will provide: 

• computing resources (SKIF cluster systems, servers and workstations, grid applications);  
• file memory resources (available data storage systems of all kinds);  
• network resources (telecommunication infrastructure provided by Belarusian Research and 

Education Network BASNET and by other interested parties within Belarus); 
• grid applications.  

Development of UNICORE grid infrastructure is carried out in two ways synchronously: 

• development and establishment of national grid infrastructure; 
• development and establishment of Belarusian-Russian grid segments. 

Functional structure of national experimental grid section answers the purpose of its development work 
and includes: 

• the UIIP NASB’s grid segment based on computing and data storage of Republican Supercomputer 
Multi-Access Center; 

• regional distributed grid segments SKIF-UNICORE; 
• engineering grid segments of industrial organizations. 

It is also planned to draw in computing resources of institutes of higher education; colleges or 
universities. 

National experimental grid section will address specific needs of new scientific communities such as 
bioinformatics, nano-science, material science, microelectronics, mechanical engineering, machine tool 
building industry, medicine and genetics. 

Main line of the establishment of SKIF-UNICORE experimental grid section is defined by the UIIP NASB 
that runs following tasks:  

• general and operative management and coordination; 
• development of new grid technologies and applications; 



• establishing and running grid central services; 
• establishing and running grid security services; 
• establishing and supporting central grid software repository; 
• establishing and supporting national grid-related website and running grid information dissemination 

activities;  
• training grid users and professionals by organizing seminars, conferences, season schools, and 

workshops; 
• involvement and encouragement of users to take part in grid projects. 

 
 

39.   Running MapReduce Type Jobs in Grid Infrastructure 
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This paper presents our approach to enable execution of MapReduce [1] type jobs, using Hadoop framework 
[2], on commodity clusters in grid infrastructure. Nowadays production grid infrastructures, such as EGEE [3], 
are excellent for high-throughput computing, executing large number of sequential, independent compute 
tasks. Other approaches to distributed and parallel computing are not widely supported. For example, gLite, 
the grid middleware powering EGEE infrastructure, supports only one implementation of MPI [4] – MPICH ; 
moreover the MPICH support on individual sites in grid is sparse (e.g. only 31% of EGEE supporting VOCE 
VO provide environment for executing MPICH jobs). In this paper we describe our work on enabling running 
of MapReduce jobs in the gLite powered grid infrastructure. 

MapReduce is a programming model suitable for distributed computation for processing of large data 
sets. MapReduce programs include definition of map and reduce functions, where map function process 
input set of key-value pairs and outputs intermediate result containing transformed key-value pairs. The 
reduce function merges the intermediate results of map functions. MapReduce programs can be 
automatically parallelized, executing map functions on separate worker nodes. 

Hadoop is an open-source implementation of MapReduce programming model, written in JAVA 
programming language. It is designed to run in conjunction with distributed file system (HDFS) 

and takes advantage of data location in HDFS to schedule computation of map tasks on resources 
containing or close to required data. 

There already exist an effort to integrate Hadoop framework with commodity clusters manage by batch 
systems. The implementation is called Hadoop-On-Demand (HOD) [5] and it allows to submit Hadoop jobs to 
compute cluster managed by Torque  batch system. Even though Torque is batch system of preference for 
many sites in nowadays grids, direct integration of HOD with gLite job submission mechanism is not 
straitforward. 

The goal of our work is to enable submission of Hadoop jobs via standard gLite submission mechanism 
using JDL for job description and gLite client toolkit for running the job in the grid. When JDL file is 
processed at the resource broker, the sites supporting Hadoop jobs must be identifiable. When the job is 
scheduled, it is required to allocate multiple nodes at the execution site. When the job execution starts (with 
multiple nodes allocated) it is necessary to configure environment for Hadoop on all nodes involved in the job 
execution and initialize Hadoop prior to the start of Hadoop processing itself. In addition, data preparation 
(files insertion into Hadoop HDFS) must take place. In the paper, we describe each step in detail and provide 
examples. We also provide brief overview of Hadoop architecture to explain implementation decisions of our 
approach. 

A great help for our implementation was the work done in Int.Eu.Grid (I2G) [6] project on MPI jobs 
support. MPI-Start [4] mechanism developed in I2G allows usage of different MPI implementations, support 
for multiple schedulers and provide the possibility to run user-defined scripts (hooks) before and after the 
execution of the binary. The latter allows us to set up the environment for Hadoop execution on the allocated 
nodes in cluster. 

We conclude the paper by discussing other possible approach to the integration of Hadoop and grid 
middleware and we highlight the directions for the future work. 
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40.   Establishing SKIF-gLite Grid Infrastructure 
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The United Institute of Informatics Problems of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus (UIIP NASB) 
has based its international grid cooperation on development and deployment of grid segments running gLite 
middleware. In order to provide an effective start the UIIP NASB has started establishing of experimental grid 
section composed of four separate grid segments: BY-UIIP, BY-JIPNR, BY-BSUIR, BY-BNTU (named after 
hosting institutions). 

On the basis of the experimental grid section the UIIP NASB has planned to deploy within next two years 
several grid applications in the field of bioinformatics, high energy physics, material science, engineering 
sciences, etc.  

In order to ensure that users of grid applications have a secure and convenient access to grid 
infrastructure the UIIP NASB will create three virtual organizations and will provide them with all proper 
support from Belarusian Grid Certification Authority that has been already created. 

The UIIP NASB is going to make available for international use these kinds of resources: 

• computing resources (SKIF cluster systems, servers and workstations, grid applications);  
• file memory resources (available data storage systems of all kinds);  
• network resources (telecommunication infrastructure provided by Belarusian Research and 

Education Network BASNET); 
• grid applications.  

The UIIP NASB also hosts several grid central services and provide following functionality: 

• establishment and registration of grid sites, getting appropriate certificates and connecting SKIF 
computing resources and data storage systems into international grid networks; 

• establishing and running grid certificate authority; 
• further distribution of grid infrastructure onto resources of other interested organizations and 

communities; 
• issue of certificates for users and resources of Belarusian gLite grid infrastructure; 
• general and operative management and coordination of Belarusian grid participants; 
• establishment and support of grid software repository; 
• establishment and support of grid.by website and running various grid information dissemination 

activities;  
• participation in international grid projects; 
• training grid users and professionals by organizing seminars, conferences, season schools, and 

workshops; 
• involvement and encouragement of users to take part in grid projects. 

The establishment of experimental grid section is the first step of grid technology in the Republic of 
Belarus. It is expected that this first step will facilitate mastering of new technologies and will accelerate 
propagation of the technologies all around Belarus. It is already obvious that creation of technological basis 
for development of new and science intensive competitive production can easily be intensified by power of 
grid computing. 
 


